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AYH , is a nonprofit organization that operates youth hostels and runs programs around those hostels. It is
incorporated as a not-for-profit organization, with its headquarters in Silver Spring, Maryland. Within a year, a
network of more than 30 hostels was operating throughout New England. During the war, parts of the
European youth hostel system still continued to operate, as well as a small network of AYH hostels. Britain
expanded its own hostel network, while Australia and New Zealand started their associations. The end of the
war brought a time of worldwide rebuilding and reflection. International youth travel was embraced by
governments as a way of encouraging interaction and understanding, and avoiding future conflict. In the s and
s the movement prospered. Public awareness and hostel use increased as student travel became even more
widespread. New hostel facility standards, management training and more consistent operating policies
improved the quality of the hostel stay. AYH also sponsored self-supported bicycle tours with overnights at its
hostels to such places as the Midwest and Canadian Rockies. In the mid- to lates, the New York chapter staged
the "3 a. Riders began to assemble in Washington Square, around 1 a. Around dawn, the riders took the Staten
Island ferry and ended the ride at a beach on Staten Island. The s marked a decade a growth for American
Youth Hostels. In , AYH approved its first strategic plan which affirmed the importance of AYH hostels in
major cities, as well as membership growth and hostel based programming. Both hostel overnights and
membership grew throughout the decade. The growth continued in hostel overnights throughout the s, and
hostel programming exploded as AYH councils and hostels expanded their program offerings. IYHF
positioned the international movement for growth in the mid s with the adoption of a common name and logo,
and new quality standards for its more than 4, hostels. The number of hostels went from in to 53 in However,
hostel overnights have remained strong. In fact, in , HI USA hosted as many overnights across as its 53 hostels
as it did in when it had hostels. In , the council model of governance - whereby 26 councils oversaw the
majority of hostel operations â€” was questioned as the most effective model for moving forward. After
several years of intensive research, debate, and discussion, the councils voted on June 11, , to dissolve their
entities into one unified, national organization, as a way to combine assets and resources to become a stronger
organization. This popular hostel occupies the entire east blockfront of Amsterdam Avenue between d and th
Streets in Manhattan. Mission The mission of HI USA is "to help all, especially the young, gain a greater
understanding the world and its people through hostelling. HI USA operates a network of over 50 quality
hostel accommodations throughout the United States that are inexpensive, safe and clean. Our hostels range
from urban high-rise buildings with hundreds of beds to small more remote hostels in rural settings. This
network, known as Hostelling International , offers more than 4, hostels in over 80 countries. Hostelling
International USA and the blue triangle with the tree and hut are the trademark and seal of approval of the
IYHF, assuring travelers quality, affordable accommodations that are routinely inspected and travel programs
worldwide.
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What is a sleep-sheet? What is a hostel? A hostel offers low priced accommodation that provides a bed,
pillow, blanket, and bathing facilities, usually in dormitory style. Most hostels require that you have your own
sheets and towels. If you do not bring your own, it may be possible for you to rent those items from the hostel.
Back to top Who can stay at hostels? Student groups, families, couples, independent travelers, college
students, seniors citizens, etc. With the exception of the Bavarian region of Germany, there are no upper age
restrictions at most hostels. In Bavaria, most, but not all, hostels require guests to be under 26 years of age.
Back to top How much does it cost to stay in a hostel? Large cities like London and Paris tend to be more
expensive than smaller towns. Hostels in Eastern and Southern Europe tend to be on the low end of the price
range. Price is also determined by how many beds are in a room. Dormitories are the cheapest with anywhere
from people in a room. Many hostels also have 6, 4, 2, and 1 person rooms or offer special rooms for
families--each at an increasing price. If you plan to stay for more than 6 days in HI hostels during you trip,
then becoming a member is advisable. Hostelling International hostels are generally clean and well-run. Most
offer rooms with keys. Many have kitchen and laundry facilities Most offer advance on-line booking. Good
environment for families with children. Usually offers a quiet sleeping environment. Hostelling International
hostels often have very restrictive curfews some as early as 9: Not the best place to meet fellow travelers. Lots
of families with children and large student groups stay at HI hostels. Prices tend to be higher Hostel
International card required to get reduced rate. Back to top What are "Independent Hostels"? Prices and
quality of these hostels vary as with HI hostels. Independent hostels usually have no curfews. No or shorter
"lock-out" periods. Many offer rooms with keys. Many have kitchen and laundry facilities Many offer advance
on-line booking. Great environment to meet fellow travelers. Usually cheaper than HI hostels no special card
needed to get good rate. Independent hostels can be hit and miss in the cleanliness department. Sometimes
they are not the best places for families with children because they tend to cater to independent travelers
looking for a good time. No curfews mean the chances of your sleep being disturbed during the night is
greater. Back to top Where can I make reservations for hostels? Make an on-line Hostel Reservation and check
the price and availability of hostel rooms in the city and on the dates of your choice, then book on-line. Prices
available in many different currencies. Back to top Where can I search for hostels on-line? Hostels On-Line
check on-line for room availability and find out basic information about hostels amenities, curfews,
photographs, etc.
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The International Youth Hostel Federation grew, as the German youth hostel system was reestablished and new hostel
associations were formed in Africa, Asia, Australia and South America. In the USA, John D. Rockefeller III recognized
the value of hostelling and agreed for several years to serve as president.

The hostelling story has six chapters: Rebuilding and Renewal Hostelling rebounds with the new value placed
by governments on international travel as an answer to isolation and misunderstanding, and national hostelling
associations proliferate worldwide. An Explosion of Global Travel Economic prosperity, low-cost jet travel
and Baby Boomers spur interest in foreign travel and hostelling. Growth and Transformation Record numbers
of young people are served in hostels worldwide as large urban hostels are developed with high quality
standards and program offerings. Tragedy and Renewal While the aftermath of September 11th causes sharp
travel declines worldwide and massive financial pressures for HI-USA, it also prompts a bold new
commitment to cross-cultural exchange. Today in the U. Worldwide, there are nearly hostels recording over
33 million overnights in more than 80 countries. He created a "wandering school" on weekends by taking
students on field trips into the countryside for fresh air and exposure to nature. Students unrolled their bedding
each night in school buildings. The concept of student "youth hostels" was born. The movement flourished in
Germany. Permanent hostels were established by gifts of hiking and recreation clubs, wealthy patrons and
local communities. By , Germany had more than youth hostels recording more than 4. With national hostelling
associations spreading across Europe, in the first international meeting was held in Amsterdam to develop
common standards. The International Youth Hostel Federation was formed. Americans Isabel and Monroe
Smith attended the second international meeting in Shortly afterwards, they opened the first U. Its growth
received wide attention, and the endorsement of the president of the United States. Roosevelt in , when he was
honorary AYH president. Hostels were closed, and even appropriated by governments for military purposes.
The operations of many European hostelling associations were suspended. During the war, the growth of the
hostelling movement stalled, although parts of the European youth hostel system still continued to operate, as
well as a small network of hostels in the US and Canada. Groups of American youth went to Europe to help
rebuild hostels. International youth travel, while still nascent, was embraced by governments as a way to
encourage understanding, and avoid future conflict. The International Youth Hostel Federation grew, as the
German youth hostel system was reestablished and new hostel associations were formed in Africa, Asia,
Australia and South America. Rockefeller III recognized the value of hostelling and agreed for several years to
serve as president. The organization was incorporated as a nonprofit organization in , and donations were
solicited for the first time as a charitable institution. The first association-owned hostel was opened in Indiana
in An Explosion of Global Travel: With a growing economy, the advent of jet travel, and "Baby Boomers"
coming of age, international travel was within reach of growing numbers. Public awareness of hostelling
became widespread. The national organization purchased its first hostel in Pennsylvania in , setting the stage
for other nationally owned facilities. Paul Dudley White, an internationally recognized cardiologist, served as
honorary president and espoused international exchange among young people. Inner-city programs that served
underprivileged youth emerged as a program focus. By its opening in , the project had attracted a team of
all-star supporters, led by actress Loretta Young. But the globalization of travel could not be turned back. A
strategic plan adopted in confirmed an ambitious vision of developing hostels in major cities and offering
programs nationwide. It also embraced a common global name, "Hostelling International" and the blue
triangle logo. Travel dropped sharply and persistent terrorism concerns and the onset of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome SARS continued to depress international travel through With dramatically fewer
people traveling, hostel overnights and program participation sharply declined, creating temporary but massive
financial pressures for HI-USA. Programming was cut back, and some hostels were closed in response to the
post September 11th financial realities. In the face of hardship, volunteers and staff became more resolute
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about the role of hostelling in global society. In , the International Youth Hostel Federation formed the "Youth
Hostelling for Peace and Understanding" campaign, citing its responsibility to "make our own contributions to
intercultural dialogue, and to educate for peace.
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Within a year, a network of more than 30 hostels was operating throughout New England. During the war,
parts of the European youth hostel system still continued to operate, as well as a small network of AYH
hostels. Britain expanded its own hostel network, while Australia and New Zealand started their associations.
The end of the war brought a time of worldwide rebuilding and reflection. International youth travel was
embraced by governments as a way of encouraging interaction and understanding, and avoiding future
conflict. In the s and s the movement prospered. Public awareness and hostel use increased as student travel
became even more widespread. New hostel facility standards, management training and more consistent
operating policies improved the quality of the hostel stay. AYH also sponsored self-supported bicycle tours
with overnights at its hostels to such places as the Midwest and Canadian Rockies. In the mid- to lates, the
New York chapter staged the "3 a. Riders began to assemble in Washington Square, around 1 a. Around dawn,
the riders took the Staten Island ferry and ended the ride at a beach on Staten Island. The s marked a decade a
growth for American Youth Hostels. In , AYH approved its first strategic plan which affirmed the importance
of AYH hostels in major cities, as well as membership growth and hostel based programming. Both hostel
overnights and membership grew throughout the decade. The growth continued in hostel overnights
throughout the s, and hostel programming exploded as AYH councils and hostels expanded their program
offerings. IYHF positioned the international movement for growth in the mid s with the adoption of a common
name and logo, and new quality standards for its more than 4, hostels. The number of hostels went from in to
53 in However, hostel overnights have remained strong. In fact, in , HI USA hosted as many overnights
across as its 53 hostels as it did in when it had hostels. In , the council model of governance - whereby 26
councils oversaw the majority of hostel operations â€” was questioned as the most effective model for moving
forward. After several years of intensive research, debate, and discussion, the councils voted on June 11, , to
dissolve their entities into one unified, national organization, as a way to combine assets and resources to
become a stronger organization. This popular hostel occupies the entire east blockfront of Amsterdam Avenue
between d and th Streets in Manhattan. HI USA operates a network of over 50 quality hostel accommodations
throughout the United States that are inexpensive, safe and clean. Our hostels range from urban high-rise
buildings with hundreds of beds to small more remote hostels in rural settings. This network, known as
Hostelling International , offers more than 4, hostels in over 80 countries. Hostelling International USA and
the blue triangle with the tree and hut are the trademark and seal of approval of the IYHF, assuring travelers
quality, affordable accommodations that are routinely inspected and travel programs worldwide.
Chapter 5 : Hostels for Adults ? - Fodor's Travel Talk Forums
Record d'Europe pour Barbara Barthet et MÃ©lanie Fabry en tir rapide en double, tournoi international Jean VÃ©drine,
Sport Boules, Saint-Vulbas

Chapter 6 : Europe (Book, ) [blog.quintoapp.com]
Hostelling International USA (HI USA), also known as American Youth Hostels, Inc. (AYH), is a nonprofit organization
that operates youth hostels and runs programs around those hostels. It is the official United States affiliate of Hostelling
International (HI), also known as the International Youth Hostel Federation.

Chapter 7 : Hostelling international. Europe. (Journal, magazine, ) [blog.quintoapp.com]
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 8 : Swiss Youth Hostels | International Hostels
When I was in Europe I only stayed at one HI hostel, in Milan because it was the only option. I just paid the three extra
euros or whatever it was and got stamps, if you stay enough times and get enough stamps, then you get your
membership anyway.

Chapter 9 : The History of Hostelling | Hostelling International USA
Hostel prices in Europe vary, but if you are travelling on a budget, you might consider visiting Eastern Europe. Countries
like Hungary, Czech Republic or Poland will provide you with entertainment and culture like any other country in Europe
but you will be able to book cheap accommodation there too.
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